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 How To Share Your Videos On Facebook By now, you’ve likely heard about Facebook’s new video calling feature that allows
you to make video calls using your webcam. Although the features are pretty limited, it’s a pretty cool feature and has some

hidden gems that you may have never known about. You can either take a picture or record a video to your camera roll. Then,
you can either open up the Video Calling app, the Dialer app, or share it via a message. It’s fairly limited, but I’ll show you what
I’ve found and how to make this a bit more powerful. This feature is a lot like Google Hangouts, but with the added benefit that

your content will appear in your Facebook feed. While Facebook doesn’t allow you to create your own channels like Google
does, they do let you use Stories to share videos with friends, share them to other sites, and even embed them on your website.
This is all done by installing the Facebook Video app onto your phone. How To Share Videos On Facebook Using The Video

App First, you’ll want to download the Video app on your phone. You’ll have to make sure that you’ve enabled the option for the
Facebook Messenger app and Messenger Platform. In fact, if you don’t do this and install the Facebook Messenger app,

Facebook may refuse to allow you to install the Video app. Once you’ve downloaded the app, you can either open the app or tap
the hamburger menu on your mobile device’s Home screen. Once you’ve installed the Video app, you’ll see an “About Facebook

Video” button in the top right corner. You can tap this button to get more information about the app. If you haven’t already
enabled the “Facebook Messenger” and “Facebook Messenger Platform” apps on your Facebook, Facebook will ask if you want
to do that. Once you’ve clicked the “Allow” button to enable these apps, you’ll be able to send a video via Facebook Messenger

to your friends. How To Send Videos To Facebook Messenger After you’ve enabled the Facebook Messenger app and
Messenger Platform, you’ll be able to send a video to your Facebook Messenger friend. 82157476af
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